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Abstract 

This paper will present on-going practice-based research on the opportunities and challenges faced 

by two British writers developing a screen idea for the Chinese market. With the signing of the UK-

China Television Co-Production Treaty in 2016, it appeared that there was a profitable market 

continuing to open-up for further television content in China, not just in terms of China as a content 

buyer of UK intellectual property (IP) but as a market with viable co-production routes emerging 

and expanding. The treaty signalled clear business prospects and the opportunity to bridge cultural 

boundaries. Yet, it was apparent there would still be challenges in the form of Chinese censorship, 

avoiding any potential criticism of the Chinese government, a not entirely open-market, differing 

notions of IP and lingering cultural assumptions and suspicions. The project was well-received in 

2018 by renowned producers with links to China. It was clear the current, highly relevant subject 

matter and the series’ universal themes and character-traits were deemed marketable. Yet, by 2019 

UK-China co-productions were being suspended, with 1184 television companies closing, Fremantle 

restructuring their Chinese arm, and Endemol Shine closing their China offices. Although projects 

with universal appeal are still deemed marketable to Chinese audiences, it seems that barriers have 

been created by a changing socio-political, economic, and cultural context.  

The paper will trace the development process and discussions with producers and financiers, and 

how in 2019 the routes to market were diminishing due to various factors, including the US/China 

trade war, tensions over UK commentary on the Hong Kong pro-democracy protests, and the 70th 

Anniversary of the People’s Republic of China. The paper will then explore how UK-based writers 

and producers are traversing the shifting socio-political, economic, and cultural climate, finding new 

routes to market for content with universally appealing themes and characters for Chinese 

television.  
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Alexandra Leaney (University of East Anglia, UK) is researching focalisation as an organising 

principle of the screenplay narrative within her PhD at University of East Anglia. The critical thesis 

includes a theoretical and methodological framework, drawing upon narratology, to analyse 

focalisation within the screenplay. This critical analysis focusses on child protagonists in films for 

adults and supports the creative research component, which comprises two feature film scripts: In 

Absentia, a coming-of-age story, and Jacob’s Friend, a story of a child who is witness to terrorism. She 

is also developing a 24 to 30-episode Sci-Fi TV series for the Chinese market with co-writer, and 

story originator, Dr Kira-Anne Pelican. New World, 2040 follows the journey of an extraordinary 12-

year-old girl to a high-tech colony on Mars where she must develop her exceptional empathic 

abilities in order to prevent the New World Corporation from destroying what is left of Earth and 

other planets key to Earth’s survival.  
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Kira-Anne Pelican, PhD (Bangor, 2017), MBPsS is a writer and independent researcher who is 

interested in psychological approaches towards character development. She is the author of The 

Science of Writing Characters: Using Psychology to Create Compelling Fictional Characters (Bloomsbury 

Academic, 2020) and her research has also been published in the Journal of Screenwriting (“The 

Pleistocene protagonist: An evolutionary framework for the analysis of film protagonists”, 2016, 7:3). 

Her original screenplays have been optioned by the BBC and ITV.  
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